
dino child and adolescent nursing care bed

Perfectly suited for care

New standards in nursing care for young people

NEW!Developed by bock! 



The innovative dino nursing care bed from Hermann Bock is perfectly tailored 

to the needs of children requiring care.

Young patients can receive optimal care with the dino bed – either in their own 

home or in paediatric rehabilitation centres. 

With its warm wood tones and transparent acrylic glass elements, the 

visually appealing bed offers children cosiness as well as 

accessibility and optimal safety.
The low-level bed position gives little ones the 
safety they need when sleeping or playing.

dino
The children’s nursing care bed:  Comfortable, safe and accessible

visually appealing bed offers children cosiness as well as 

Simple and safe:Close to the fl oor!



dino offers:
// Child-friendly features
// Optimal accessibility
// Safe and homely atmosphere// Unique low-level position// Comfort and fl exibility 

// Modular concept

Advantages:  

//  Flexible height adjustment for more 
 convenience in nursing care

//  Innovative lifting columns
 lower without risk of injury from crushing

//  Ergonomic, electrically adjustable lying surface

//  Fold-out doors for freedom and
    accessibility, including during therapy

//  Designed in accordance with standard in 
 development prEN 50637

//  Saliva-proof surfaces

Stable lifting columns allow the bed to be lowered almost to fl oor level 
and raised to up to 86 cm – whatever height is required for 
ergonomically optimal nursing care and therapy.

Large acrylic glass windows offer children a safe and homely 
atmosphere and clear views inside and out.

Simple and safe:Close to the fl oor!



The innovative dino nursing care bed from Hermann Bock offers the best 

possible support and safety in everyday adolescent care.

Young patients can receive optimal care either in their own home or in 

rehabilitation centres with the dino adolescent nursing care bed. 

The robust and homely bed offers high standards of safety, plus complete 

freedom thanks to folding doors that can be opened fully and a low-level 

lying position.

dino
The adolescent nursing care bed:   Safe, age-friendly comfort

The low-level lying position gives young patients the greatest possible freedom and safety.

Simple and safe:Close to the fl oor!



Advantages: 

//  Adjustable heights to suit the care giver’s   
 needs, and can be lowered almost to fl oor level  
 thanks to innovative lifting columns

//  Ergonomic, electrically adjustable lying surface

//  Safety and an optimal view thanks to wooden   
 braces and acrylic glass at the head and base  
 of the bed

//  Freedom and accessibility thanks to folding   
 doors across the front

//  Designed in accordance with standard in 
 development prEN 50637

Stable lifting columns raise the dino bed to a height of up to 86 cm and 
facilitate comfortable treatment and therapy while supporting the care giver’s back. 
The dino offers full ground clearance.

dino offers:
// Can be lowered almost to  fl oor level at 16 cm

// Care height of 86 cm
// Designed for adolescents// Functionality of an  adult nursing care bed

// Optimal accessibility
// Safe and homely atmosphere// Comfort and fl exibility 

// Modular side rails

The height of the side rails can be adjusted with 
additional modules if necessary.

dino offers:

Simple and safe:Close to the fl oor!



The dino modular nursing care bed 

can be expanded and tailored to the 

requirements of young people.

dino adapts to young patients‘ needs:

Comfort and safety thanks to custom-fit interior padding

Additional padding can be added to 

the dino as and when required. The 

comfortable padding elements have a 

transparent window in the head area, 

offering the highest level of safety.

Module accessories for special requirements

Wide range of padding:
// All-over padding

// Head padding

// Windows

// Padded edges

Interior padding protects young people with  
uncontrolled motor skills from injuring themselves.

Increasing side rail height

The side rail height can be increased 

from 74 cm to 109 cm using snap-on 

modules. Side rail height can even 

be increased to 144 cm by fitting two 

modules on top of one another.
Extra height in no time at all: the modules to 
raise the side rails

Artificial leather available in the following 
colours: 8552 taupe, 4551 aubergine,  
6550 apple green, 7552 brown, 8553 dark grey



Maximum weight: 135 kg

Lying surface of 170 cm: 215 cm outer length
Lying surface of 200 cm: 245 cm outer length

Height-adjustable 
from 16 to 86 cm

Higher bed border with windows for optimum safety, 
available in heights of 74 cm, 109 cm and 144 cm 

94 cm (standard)
129 cm 
(one height increase module)
164 cm 
(two height increase modules)

Windows made of 
acrylic glass

External two-handed 
lock

High-quality lying surface 
with aluminium slats

Doors can be opened 
across entire bed front

dino – new standards in nursing care for young people

Lockable 100 mm castors 

Technical details  
Children’s nursing care bed: Adolescent nursing care bed: 

//  Lying surface: 90 x 170 cm      //  Lying surface: 90 x 200 cm

     (external dimension:    (external dimension: 
     106.5 x 215 cm)   106.5 x 245 cm)

//  Height-adjustable from 16 - 86 cm

//  Total height: 94 cm (129 cm/164 cm using snap-on modules)

//  Safe capacity: 170 kg 

//  Maximum weight: 135 kg 

//  Four-section motorised aluminium lying surface 

//  Safety switch at 22 cm + 34 cm

//  Beechwood (saliva-proof according to DIN 53160)

//  Secure thanks to external two-handed lock on the doors

(all figures not including mattress)

//  Lying surface: 90 x 170 cm      //  Lying surface: 90 x 200 cm

     (external dimension:    (external dimension: 
     106.5 x 215 cm)   106.5 x 245 cm)

//  Height-adjustable from 16 - 86 cm

//  Lying surface: 90 x 170 cm      //  Lying surface: 90 x 200 cm

     (external dimension:    (external dimension: 
     106.5 x 215 cm)   106.5 x 245 cm)



 Hermann Bock GmbH 
Nickelstraße 12 
33415 Verl
Germany

Phone: +49 5246 9205-0 
Fax: +49 5246 9205-25
E-Mail: info@bock.net 
Internet: www.bock.net

Would you like more information?
Additional information on the dino child and adolescent care bed can 
easily be found on the internet. Just scan the QR code shown and you 
will be automatically directed to our website.

Would you rather seek the advice of a professional? Then you can also 
reach us by telephone or email. Our enthusiastic team will be glad to 
help you!

® registered trademark 

Order number: 890.02279 
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Subject to technical changes.




